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Hyperscale data centre markets are driven by a select group of high-value, data-hungry customers. In China, this
pool of companies is widening, while capacity demand from established companies shows no signs of slowing.
As data centre builds move to satellite cities, operators must fulfil crucial success factors to thrive.

China is experiencing unprecedented and sustained growth in
unicorn start-up companies
Unicorns are emerging in China at a faster rate than anywhere else in the world. These start-up companies that
are valued at over USD1 billion are distributed across the country – the Greater Beijing area accounts for the
largest concentration, with over 50 of these companies headquartered in the region. Meanwhile, there is no
shortage of unicorns in the other data centre hubs of Greater Shanghai and the Greater Bay Area. This provides
opportunities for regional and national operators to capture capacity demand that tends to originate locally
before expanding geographically.

Opportunities for hyperscale operators exist across the lifecycle of
these businesses
As these unicorn start-ups become successful companies, capacity requirements evolve and increase.
Throughout the lifecycle of these businesses, hyperscale data centre providers can benefit both directly and
indirectly from this growth (see Figure 1). Early-stage ventures are unlikely to have cause or means for
hyperscale colocation, but an estimated 85% of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in China go directly
into the public cloud. In aggregate, this creates a long tail of cloud demand and drives notable hyperscale
capacity demand from the cloud service providers. In the growth phase of these unicorns, capacity demands
justify direct hyperscale colocation agreements and public cloud becomes less attractive as costs continue to
scale with demand. Upon reaching sufficient scale, these unicorns are likely to commission built-to-suit (BTS)
facilities or act as large anchor tenants in hyperscale facilities. The primary vendor from the growth phase stands
to benefit greatly if it can defend its share-of-wallet (most customers will follow a multi-vendor approach to
some extent).
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Figure 1: Illustrative capacity outsourcing trajectory of a Chinese unicorn
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Established names still drive most of the demand for hyperscale
capacity in China
Data centre providers can grow alongside these emerging internet companies. Meanwhile, demand among the
most established Chinese giants also continues to increase – Alibaba’s data centre demand has increased by an
estimated 220MW since 2016. With several hyperscale BTS facilities currently under construction, this shows
no sign of decelerating. Internet giants in China increasingly favour an outsourcing approach to data centre
construction over self-building, as it allows them to focus on core business and to reduce time-to-market. Over
time, these customers tend to favour a multi-vendor strategy, providing opportunities for new customer
acquisition by DC vendors and increasing pressure on existing vendors to maintain share-of-wallet.

Regulation and ROI are driving providers to build data centres in
satellite cities
Scarcity of land and power consumption of data centre facilities has prompted Chinese authorities to limit
further builds in Tier 1 cities, for example banning development and expansion of facilities in six districts in
central Beijing. This regulation has encouraged growth of data centre clusters in satellite cities outside these
Tier 1 cities. The internet giants are regularly commissioning BTS facilities in Zhangjiakou in Greater Beijing
and Nantong in Greater Shanghai, among several other clusters.
Regulatory constraints are not the sole reason operators increasingly favour these satellite cities. Wider
availability of cheaper land, good connectivity options and abundant power supply also make regions like
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Zhangjiakou attractive, as potential returns on investment appear greater. As has always been the case, ambient
temperature and correlated power usage effectiveness also play a significant role in the location decision.

Time-to-market is now the single greatest success factor
Emerging and established internet giants, and cloud service providers, will continue to drive hyperscale demand
in China – Analysys Mason forecasts ~30% CAGR growth in hyperscale capacity demand to 2024. Several
factors will determine data centre operators’ ability to capture market share:
•

Time-to-market. Capacity demands of hyperscale customers evolve rapidly, while provisioning timelines
including shell construction and fit-out are shortening (now often less than 6 months in China). This has
become the primary success factor in customer acquisition and defending share-of-wallet.

•

Location. For customers, this is important in terms of the availability of connectivity and power and, to a
certain extent, proximity to operations and end users. However, latency requirements can generally be met
nationwide from each regional data centre hub.

•

Customer relationships. Even in China, hyperscale customers are scarce due to scale requirements. As a
result, success is often contingent on the ability to nurture and maintain close relationships with a select
group of companies.

•

Specification. Hyperscale customers have much higher requirements in terms of power density, PUE and
facility design.

•

Pricing. This is generally not the primary driver of vendor choice but the ability to provide significant
volume discounting can be advantageous.

A comprehensive assessment of market opportunities should consider the positioning of operators across these
criteria.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Analysys Mason has conducted multiple due diligence exercises and market studies on data centres in China and
Asia–Pacific for investors and has a strong understanding of the key drivers and challenges that need to be
evaluated. For further information, please contact Hamish Peddie (Manager) at
hamish.peddie@analysysmason.com or Lim Chuan Wei (Partner) at lim.chuan.wei@analysysmason.com.
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